GDPR RIGHTS
DEMYSTIFIED

GET DATA PROTECTION RIGHT
WHAT IS THIS COURSE?

One of the most important aims of the
GDPR is to even up the power imbalance
between individuals and organisations.
GDPR rights give a person the tools they
need to access, rectify, erase and restrict
their data, and gives them the ability to
control and object to the use of their data
in some circumstances
These are powerful rights, and every
organisation needs to be ready to respond.
This course will teach you what you need to
know to prepare for and respond to

PREPARE

* What is covered
and what isn’t?
* Data Retention
* Systems and
processes
* Develop a process
* Which requests
might be
unfounded or
excessive?

ACCESS
* Finding data
* Exemptions

ERASURE

whatever applicants throw at you

* When can people
ask to be forgotten?

WHO DELIVERS IT:

OBJECTION

Tim Turner – former DPO,
ICO experience, DP
trainer for over 12 years

Cost
£275 +VAT
including materials,
refreshments + lunch

Book here:
www.2040training.co.uk/gdprcourses
Email: tim@2040training.co.uk

* Balancing
individual interests
* Automated
decisions and
profiling

NEW RIGHTS
Nobody can be certain what people will do with their rights under
GDPR. Some predict an avalanche of requests, others expect little to
change. The truth about that is less important than the fact that the
status quo presents plenty of challenges, and there is never a bad
time to get to grips with subject rights. Not all of the rights are new,
and so court precedents and previous ICO practice is still an
important thing to understand. To deal with them you need to
understand your data and put together robust and effective
processes to handle them.
FIVE THINGS THAT YOU’LL GET ON THIS COURSE:
1) Years of experience boiled down into one day
2) A clear guide to drafting procedures to handle GDPR requests
3) Jargon-free advice about how to deal with challenging issues
4) Space to ask questions about your specific concerns
5) Support after the course
WHAT OTHER DELEGATES THOUGHT:
“Really good, strong subject knowledge and use of examples /
opinions which help things hit home”
“Tim is very knowledgeable. His enthusiasm makes the course much
more enjoyable”
BOOK NOW: http://2040training.co.uk/booking-form/
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